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Project Update
As the CIVIS project is entering its last phase, increasingly more effort is done on the
implementation of the project on its pilot sites. CIVIS has two pilot sites in the Trentino
Region, Italy (San Lorenzo and Storo) and two pilot sites in Sweden (Hammarby Sjöstad
and Fårdala). This issue of our newsletter focuses on the Swedish pilot sites and other
activities carried out by the members of the consortium during the past months.
The CIVIS mid-term conference took place on October 14th 2015 in Verona, Italy. It has
been a great opportunity to present the preliminary results of CIVIS and to share
experiences with other similar EU projects. Stakeholders from Stockholm participated
by video conference.
On November 19th 2015, the project’s second review meeting took place in the
premises of the European Commission in Brussels.
In February, the CIVIS partners came together in Stockholm for the plenary meeting
during which the current status of the project was assessed and the strategy to
continue to achieve the project’s success was defined.
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The newsletter closes with a glance at a major upcoming event: the CIVIS Final
Conference that will be held in Stockholm on September 22nd 2016.
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Pilot sites in Sweden
Two test sites have been selected in Stockholm In order to test the various measures
proposed under the scope of the CIVIS project. The selection of test sites represents
two somewhat contrasting areas: Hammarby Sjöstad is a new area where
environmental goals have been taken into account throughout the construction
process, while Fårdala is a part of large-scale housing expansion carried out during the
1960s and beginning of 1970s.
Stockholm Region is home to one-fifth of the Swedish population and accounts for
about 15% of Sweden’s energy use. Having been awarded the first European Green
Capital award in 2010, the city has ambitious environmental and energy efficiency goals.
Heating dominates the energy use in the region and is supported by a strong district
heating network. A large proportion of electricity is imported from outside the region
and the primary generation in the region is done through cogeneration. Despite its
increasing population, the region shows a clear trend towards decreasing energy
consumption.

Hammarby Sjöstad
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Hammarby Sjöstad is a new district in Stockholm where the City has imposed tough
environmental requirements on buildings, technical installations and traffic
environment, from the outset of the project. The project foresees the regeneration of
an old industrial brownfield area into a modern mixed-used space with strict
environmental goals. When complete in 2017, the area will have about 12,000
residential units, housing some 28,000 people and 10,000 working places.
Hammarby Sjöstad is recognized around the globe for having implemented an
integrated approach to district planning incorporating sustainable resource use,
ecological design and low-carbon transport. It operates according to its own “ecocycle”: the Hammarby Model, which outlines environmental solutions for waste,
energy, water and sewage. The Hammarby Model offers opportunities for Stockholm’s
citizens to take an active part in eco-friendly living, with access to an integrated waste,
water and energy system. This model found synergies between different sectors in the
area and contributed to overall more efficient eco-cycle. A strong tenant- driven
initiative to improve the environmental goals in the area and to create an innovation[continues]
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fostering environment is currently taking place. Apart from the energy efficiency
project, several other projects focusing on renewable energy, transport, ICT and
cultural activities are afoot as well.
All the buildings included in the test site are multifamily apartment buildings: they are
connected to the district heating network, or heating and domestic hot water hydronic
heating systems with radiators. Ventilation is either mechanical supply and extraction
type or simple extraction type. In some buildings heat recovery (heat exchangers or airto-air heat pumps) are installed. A cooling system is not present
Electricity use is divided into two categories:
- Apartment building: primarily used for common services such as elevators, ventilation
systems, lighting for corridors and common spaces, common laundry rooms and
outdoor lighting,
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- Household: used for appliances in individual apartments.
The common services electricity is bought by the housing associations, while the
individual households are free to have their own contracts with the distribution system
operator.

Fårdala
Fårdala residential area is a part of Tyresö municipality, which in its turn is a part of
Stockholm County. The test site comprises 178 town houses and semi-detached houses
divided into three areas: Eken, Tallen and Valen. A housing association is responsible for
provision of heating and hot water and in general for keeping up the common facilities
and areas. The association has high ambitions for improving the energy efficiency in the
area, which resulted in several collaborative projects with the Royal Institute of
Technology including a project focusing on user behaviour and feasibility for energy
efficient measures on a community and household level.
Despite not being a part of the Stockholm test site originally, the area was added to the
work plan for the availability of individual household data on heating and hot water, a
strong focus on energy efficiency and big room for influencing user behaviours based
on various studies conducted by KTH. There are, moreover, demographic differences
and stakeholder variations with Hammarby Sjöstad, that bring an added value to CIVIS.
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Mid-term conference in Verona
The CIVIS mid-term conference took place on October 14th 2015 in Verona, Italy.
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The event has been organized within the context of the Verona Smart EXPO - a threeday fair on energy efficiency held close to Trentino’s test beds. A CIVIS stand was set up
and opened during the three days of the fair.
The first part of the day was dedicated to sharing experiences with other EU projects
(namely with the Flexiciency, S3C, and Usmartconsumer projects).
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Mid-term conference sessions

The conference was attended by 30 people in Verona and followed by 20 people from
Stockholm using a videoconferencing connection.
This event has been an important occasion to share intermediate results achieved by
the CIVIS consortium, to compare CIVIS experience with other EU projects, to obtain
input and inspiration from external stakeholders: other projects, policy experts and
utilities.
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Second scientific review
On November 19th 2015 the second scientific review meeting of CIVIS took place in
Brussels. Project reviewers and officer analysed with the partners the progress of the
work done so far, the possible improvements that the project might benefit from and
the challenges that the consortium has met so far.
The slides presented at the meeting are available for download from the CIVIS website
(http://www.civisproject.eu).

Events

The result of this second review meeting has been positive, therefore, let’s keep on
working!
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Focus group in Fårdala
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On February 2nd 2016, partners from WP5 “Community participation” (Imperial College
and Instituto Superior Técnico) were present in a focus group with five residents of
Fårdala. The main topic of discussion was the functionality/usability of the devices that
the inhabitants of Fårdala installed in their homes in the framework of CIVIS, namely
control heating devices. One of the conclusions of this focus group is related with the
main drivers to engage people for this type of project: economic benefits,
environmental concerns and more control over the temperature of their homes.

Fårdala
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Plenary meeting in Stockholm, Sweden
On February 3rd 2016, the CIVIS consortium held a plenary meeting hosted by KTH, in
Stockholm, Sweden.
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Plenary meeting

Outcomes of the second review meeting were discussed and a plan for the third year of
the project was devised.
For one of the sessions of the meeting, the participants were divided into two parallel
groups, one to discuss CIVIS social data (mainly regarding WP5) and the other to
discuss the technical data (mainly about WP7).
The planning of the CIVIS final conference was addressed and it was decided to
organize the event in Stockholm in September 2016, final month of the project.
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IEEE International Smart Cities Conference
From 12 to 15 of September 2016, the IEEE International Smart Cities Conference
(ISC2) will take place at the University of Trento, in Italy.
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ISC2 is the flagship conference sponsored by the IEEE Smart Cities Initiative. Every day
cities worldwide suffer from serious organizational and logistic difficulties due to
overcrowding and adverse weather conditions, traffic congestion and pollution issues,
limits in the quality of service offered to senior and disabled citizens, safety and
security problems in peripheral areas and new challenges continuously arise. The goal
of ISC2 is to promote innovative, conceptual, and city-wide platforms for technologyhuman-infrastructure integration in order to tackle the urban challenges highlighted
above through the use of information and sensing technology, citizen engagement,
manufacturing efficiency, economic development, and environmental sustainability.
The IEEE ISC2 2016 theme is improving the citizens quality of life.
Partners from CIVIS will host the Special Session on Sustainability and Maturity of Local
Energy Initiatives, co-located with ISC2.
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Papers can be submitted until April 30th 2016.
More information is available on: https://events.unitn.it/en/isc2-2016

CIVIS Final Conference
On September 22nd 2016, CIVIS will hold its final conference in Stockholm.
The aim of this event is to disseminate the results of CIVIS, to take stock of the
challenges that have been met by the consortium in the course of the project, and to
present the methodology adopted for involving local communities.
This event will begin with the presentation of the CIVIS overall map, a graphical
presentation of the CIVIS vision. The work carried out in the Italian and Swedish test
sites, as well as the role of Energy, ICT and social aspects in the project will be
presented. Lastly, several energy related projects and experiences similar to CIVIS will
also be presented.
Join us to hear about the results of CIVIS and to share views with colleagues of other
EU projects focused on energy efficiency!
Save the date and stay tuned for more information!
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Feel free to contact the CIVIS team if you have any questions, comments or suggestions.
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Coordination team
Vincenzo D'Andrea:
vincenzo.dandrea@unitn.it
Giacomo Poderi
giacomo.poderi@unitn.it

Dissemination team
Lídia Seravalli
lidia.seravalli@enelfoundation.org
Sandrina Pereira
sandrinapereira@ist.utl.pt

If you want to receive the CIVIS newsletters, please send an email to:
webmaster@civisproject.eu or subscribe on our website
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Hammarby Sjöstad

Follow us:
https://www.facebook.com/CIVISproject
http://www.civisproject.eu/index.php
https://www.youtube.com/user/CIVISproject

